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?H.O. Authors Jen Coffel and Kim Bavilacqua sharetheir personal resources of strength and reveal
how Kimconquered dread in her cancer battle and how Jen foundhope after cancer claimed the
lives of her father, mom, andbest friend.E.Cancer can be an epidemic. = Assisting Others through
Avoidance & Education. Have youever wondered why? It takes our family members everyday, and
it respects no competition, age, or gender. Imagine if there is something youcould perform to avoid
it? Inside you'll discover the truthabout toxins.Are you or someone you like battling cancer? Learn
how “an ounce of prevention isworth a pound of remedy” and how small adjustments
througheveryday choices could make a big effect on your wellbeing. You willbe inspired as you
read the stories of countless otherswho haven't only found hope but also have foundwellness.P.
Irrespective of where you are on your personaljourney, you will be Well Assured in the centre of
cancerthere is Wish.
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EXCELLENT READ Excellent book that provides valuable information that We haven't read any
place else! The authors are warm, candid, and helpful because they share their stories of how
Cancers entered their lives and how they created a path to wellness. Inspiring! Recommend. In
addition, it provides simple, practical solutions to enhance your immune system and prevention. This
reserve has great info for everybody. It's a must read! Loved it. Quick read moving stories ????????
Five Stars Such a great book about hope! Informative and Comforting An extremely pleasant and
informative read. Five Stars It's a beautifully written reserve. Five Stars A must read A great source
of expect both those with cancer and the ones grieving loss. Five Stars Awesome! A great source
of hope for healing and prevention! It really is obvious the authors wrote from their hearts and wish
to greatly help and educate.
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